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An Lanntair continues to programme and support work 
that celebrates local, traditional and Gaelic culture, while 
striving to broaden horizons and introduce our audiences 
to fresh and exciting artwork from around the world.

Examples of our work online

Last year’s Faclan (the Hebridean Book Festival) was curated by
our Head of Visual Arts and Literature Roddy Murray with a 
great deal of thought and creativity, to which the audience 
responded very positively. 

Every year we aim to keep our ideas large and our prices small, 
so that there are as few barriers as possible between the 
community here and the inspiring talks, films and events that 
take place as part of Faclan. 

You can read more about 2016’s programme here:  
http://www.faclan.org 

As part of our 2016 Harris Tweed Festival, we 
commissioned a new exhibition from Glasgow’s 
Sharmanka Kinetic Theatre. 

The incredible resulting piece was a Hattersley 
Loom kinetic sculpture which piqued the interest of
the BBC. You can watch the documentary they 
made about its creation here: http://bbc.in/2nayRu2 

Our Party at the Pictures events blend music and film and have 
taken many forms to create memorable and exciting nights out. 

The first of these was a straightforward screening of The 
Reflektor Tapes (a 2015 documentary about Arcade Fire), 
followed by a club night. Gradually they have developed into 
large-scale events, such as a VJ performance by artist Chris 
Maclean with live accompaniment from electronic musician CJ 
Mirra, and a screening of 70s Bollywood hit Deewar followed by 
live music from Aziz Ibrahim (formerly of The Stone Roses) and 
Dalbir Singh Rattan. 

Last year, the Independent Cinema Office asked to include 
PATP in their annual review as examples of the kinds of projects 
they would like to get involved with in the future. The also asked 
Marketing and Programme Officer Oriana Franceschi to write an
article on the events for their website, which you can find here:  
http://bit.ly/2nafuS9 

And here: http://bit.ly/2nagKo8 

http://www.faclan.org/
http://bbc.in/2nayRu2
http://bit.ly/2nafuS9
http://bit.ly/2nagKo8


Letters of 

support

As well as catching the eyes of the BBC and ICO, we have received a number of letters of 
support for our work over the past three years. 

Please see attached one example we have recently received, from Acair Books, and the below 
statement from Alzheimer’s Scotland. 

"Since the beginning of the An Lanntair DFC project we have been 
delighted that they have fully engaged with us at Alzheimer Scotland 
Lewis and Harris on so many different levels. I have regular contact with 
the Co Ordinator and she provides information and updates about their 
project and how we can get involved. She had regular contact and 
involvement with people with dementia and their families that use of 
support and community services. 

The co- Ordinator has led, arranged for and also supported several 
projects that have benefited people with dementia that use our support 
and community services and we have had excellent feedback from 
people with dementia and their carers/families after these events about 
how much people enjoyed them and how animated they were 
during/after events – encouraging conversations around events.   

These events include excellent therapeutic activity workshops at the day 
centre and community events, facilitating visits to the An Lanntair 
Centre for workshops and events. Partnership events such as the 
Quilting Project (see supporting evidence) held at the Solas day centre 
have been most appreciated. 

It has been very productive and inspiring for us to work with such a 
dedicated and open team of people and we are happy to have built good 
relationships and look forward to developing these further. This is most 
beneficial to the people that we are supporting and have contact with as 
it widens opportunities and community connections. It also gives staff 
and volunteers new opportunities to learn new skills and think about 
different and fresh approaches. 

As a fairly small team trying to cover a large remote and rural area we 
really do find the ‘extended’ team involved in this project a valuable 
network and support for making sure that people with dementia and 
their carers are well supported in their local community. 

Marion MacInnes 
(Service Manager, Alzheimer Scotland Lewis and Harris)

"



Responses to our

work from audiences

and participants

An Lanntair’s work also receives an 
immense amount of support and 
encouragement from our audiences. Just 
today, one customer wrote on our 
Facebook wall that “An Lanntair helps to 
prove that Lewis may be remote.....but it 
is a hub of creativity and culture and is a 
fantastic place for artists of every type to 
create wonders.” 

Responding to our new, smaller cinema
space The Pocket Cinema, customers 
have written on Feedback forms: 

“Great concept and very friendly, a great 
choice of film- proper community 
building”, and, “The Pocket Cinema is a 
wonderful idea. Keep up the great work. 
Hope to see many more excellent films 
here in the future.” 

Along with our performing arts and 
cinema programmes, the Education and 
Outreach department receives regular 
positive feedback for organising courses 
that offer attendees “freedom to explore 
thoughts, feelings. A personal journey 
through learning different art techniques, 
in a supporting group with a very 
approachable, knowledgeable, insightful, 
inspiring and supportive tutor who 
guides you on your journey” (this was 
one participant’s response to the recent 
course Creative Journeying with Jane 
Harlington). 

The most remarkable responses we have received recently, 
though, have probably been to our LGBT History Month 
programme which ran in February of this year. When we 
launched our season on Facebook, one user shared our post 
with the caption: 

“Jeez, An Lanntair just won my undying respect. Never 
thought I'd see the day when there was a celebration of 
LBGT arts and literature on Lewis. Growing up Bi was not 
exactly easy... I vividly remember being told in secondary 
school that gay people would go to hell unless they 
'abstained' from homosexual activities. When the rest of the 
world seems to be sliding backwards it's nice to see my 
second home is moving forwards.” 

Another young man responded to a post about our LGBT 
history Month programme on Facebook: 

“the mere fact that [LGBT issues are] now being actively and 
voluntarily addressed will hold a great deal of sentimental 
and emotional value, especially to those it directly concerns - 
and whether or not people decide to give a public response 
or opinion on it, I for one am more than happy and proud to 
say Thank You, genuinely. Growing up in an area where 
you're made to feel an outcast comes with exhausting 
consequences and hurdles later in life; but that is heavily 
outweighed by moments such as this. Keep at it and keep it 
up, the positivity will have a much greater effect than people 
will ever realise”



Independently published critical writing 

about our work and its engagement 

with audiences and participants 

We managed to squeeze forty people into our round room for 
Andrea Ingram’s talk during LGBT History Month

Other coverage of our work at An Lanntair included this 
piece on The BBC’s website about composer Craig 
Armstrong’s beautiful composition for our Ballantyne 
project: http://bbc.in/2mSyOar 

Also responding to our LGBT History Month programme, local writer Katie 
Laing wrote two blogs that make fascinating reading on the topic of LGBT 
identity and how it functions within the traditions and religion of the Outer 
Hebrides. You can read them on her website, here: http://bit.ly/2meB8Fn   

First Minister Nicola Sturgeon recently launched our programme
for International Women's Day and stated: "The range and quality
of the events that are organised here ... help to make this centre
such a wonderful asset for Stornoway, Lewis and the Outer
Hebrides more widely" Read her full speech at
http://lanntair.com/?p=11320  

http://bbc.in/2mSyOar
http://bit.ly/2meB8Fn
http://lanntair.com/?p=11320

